About mimAR

mimAR is an 3D architectural firm with focus on Architectural visualization services, where mimAR uses AR and VR technology to help conceptualize a building before construction. Established in September 2018, our goal has been to aid the real-estate market industry by bridging the visualization gap between architect and client.

Services:

- ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
- ARCHITECTURAL VISUALIZATION
- REAL ESTATE MARKETING
Experience good. Build Better!

Types of Projects we work on:

- COMMERCIAL
- RESIDENTIAL
- HOSPITALITY

Architectural Design
Our team of qualified and trusted Architects and Engineers helps guide you through the process of design to provide you with an ideal outcome that is in direct alignment with your vision.
3D Visualization (Mixed Reality)

MimAR aims to construct a more interactive space for clients to aid them in the feel of designed interior/exterior environments, helping us make more informed creative decisions.
Real Estate Marketing
Real Estate Marketing
With an in-depth understanding of your project, our goal is to provide you with the best marketing products to help engage potential customers for the future success of your business.
Our Achievements

4YFN
Qualified & Represented in PAKISTAN
in 4YFN

Pakistani Runner Up & Secured A Spot In Top 100 in Entrepreneurship World Cup
Entrepreneurship World Cup

Tech Talk: Adding life to unbuilt concrete structures with mixed reality

Some success stories as startup numbers grow

30+ NEWS FEATURES
Our Clients

Experience good. Build Better!

- Maaksons
- 5G Properties
- HMR Waterfront
- Naya Nazimabad
- Chapal
- One

1000+ Renders
30+ Months
40+ Clients